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About This Game

Citadel is a multiplayer survival game with rogue-like elements inspired by “Cube” the movie.
The game created by a little indie developers team.

Become a prisoner of the Citadel - you will discover a hardcore gameplay full of pain

Earn your freedom – each level is a randomly generated labyrinth filled with unique challenges, enemies and traps, and you only
have a short period of time to find the exit

Become stronger – collect Synergy, which acts both as a health and a valuable resource which is needed for activation of portals
and unlocking new abilities

Seek for allies – on each level you can meet other random players, who you can discover new places and overcome tough
challenges with (the only way of communication here is the voice chat)
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Title: Citadel
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Magisterion, 3Dever
Publisher:
Magisterion
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel i3 Dual-Core with Hyper-Threading (required)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 275 series or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

English
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Rubbish Game.
Beautiful vision.
But\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Control.. FUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU. In the tutorial you are
posed with the opportunity to capture a ship. The opposing mechs and captain are significantly stronger than you and you will
die quickly. What a tutorial.

I will probably play this game more but damn dude have a heart, you almost broke my interest in continuing to play.. This game
has a really a good physics based concept, & exceeded my expectations. Definitely more of a puzzler than platformer where
walking & jumping is minimal, with an emphasis on creating bridges, levers, swings, ramps, even catapults to manipulate your
way forward. Even though I can\u2019t freehand draw with a mouse, my sloppy lines would eventually find a way to work.

There are a few other types of puzzles along the way, with the later more complex levels being engaging & quite juicy. A bit
short, a bit sublime, & a must for physics-puzzle gamers.. Great LEGO game, but not really worth it nowadays. Get it on sale,
maybe.. Wow, this game is just BRILLIANT, puzzle after puzzle, lovely graphics and interesting story. These are my fav type
of game. 10\/10. Very sloppy game play. The fork truck either goes super slow or super fast. Damage occurs to the loads for no
apparent reason. Its not worth the frustrating playing it. I removed the game from my computer.. I've had so much fun with this
one!

I love to watch the physics go crazy but in a controlled way.
One very good indie game and absolutely worth the price.

At first I missed the point of the game until I learned how it's played.

Try out the demo!. spaceBOUND is a little hard at some points, but overall is a great game. The gameplay is fun, the levels are
unique, and I have a feeling this game will do really well.. Where to start? This was sooo much fun - 19 different endings (4
Good, 4 Odd, 11 Bad)

THE THINGS I LIKED - lots & lots of choices and interaction - nice artwork - oh, and the music - It takes plenty of time to get
all the different endings & to complete the Achievements, too, so it's a good price especially on sale - it was well written with
just a few grammar issues (no biggie)

THE THINGS I DIDN'T LIKE - I'm surprised\/happy to say nothing comes to mind

Both versions (Steam & original) are enjoyable.

Spoiler --  Wow - so Yuuki is into Cosplay, too -- I liked the Merman ending best
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This is one of my absolute favorite games from my childhood. I played this countless of hours when I was a kid, making weird
pizzas, decorating lavish restaurants, and of course blowing up my competitors (and subsequently spending a lot of time in jail).
But it wasn't until I played this as an adult that I figured out how advanced this game really is - and how hard it is when you play
it honest (not trafficking guns).

Even though the game is over 20 years old it's still really fun to play, and I highly recommend it - though you really need to
download the original recipe book to be able to play this - if you don't recreate the basic pizzas pretty much perfectly from the
book you will have an extremly hard time getting customers. (This was a sort of piracy protection back in the day, if you only
copied the game and didn't have the book you couldn't really play it). Awesome couch-party-game! A good variety of maps and
a lot of options for adapting the game after your preferences.. They should call this game "800 strikes" because that's what it's
gonna feel like at first. The pitching speeds seem real and there's a variety of pitches. Plenty of settings to dial it down though. I
think this is my new go to baseball game because the learning curve and difficulty seems learnable and makes me want to play it
again.
I have to say it might even be worth it just for the catcher mode. Sitting behing the plate with 90mph fastballs coming at you is
actually pretty scary in VR. Very fun though!

Too bad there's no "full" baseball game mode. Where you choose which position you want to play. That woul make it worth the
high pricetag. As it stands probably more like a $11-12 tops.
 Seems like all the pieces are there. Running could easily be done automatcally. This would be a great game to flesh out into a
full baseball game.

works on Windows MR btw I'm playing it on a Lenovo.. __________
  | THE RESULTS! |
  |__________|
Time...............................................7 Years to make
Graphics.............................................................3\/3
Music..................................................................3\/3
Gameplay...........................................................6\/6
Skill Meter..........\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u2730\u27
30\u2730\u2730
GRADE.................................................................S
  _______________
  |Golly! A perfect Score! |
  | _______________|. So far I like the concept of the game and everything you can do I just feel like there is a lot of tweeking
that needs to be done. From me getting perma stuck on walls to having no clue were I guess "quests" are and what I am really
post to do.

The rogue guns blazing your own man type of game I like it a lot.. First angry review that i have ever done. Bought this game
when it was first released and played it fine, now ive just tried to download and play it again and i have to have
UPlay.......ok....UPLAY says that my game key is invalid and so now i cant play my game. great job.. I liked the game. The story
was nice, and it is worth playing. I do struggle, however, to see why it got such positive feedback. The story is good, not great.
The only reason I enjoyed it is because this is the style of game I enjoy (as in, story driven) and the story is reasonably thought
out. There wasn't enough emotional engagement, however, for my liking. Obviously not every game will be a 10\/10, but I
thought there were certain aspects of the game that could have gone deeper. The female role is good, but the male's
contributions to the story are minimal.
Overall, worth playing but don't expect a great game, just a good one.. 9.7\/10. - Absolutely phenomenal. Atmospheric, scenic,
incredible story but super confusing!

The game is actually so damn good. I expected a complete mindwreck but oh my goodness I was not prepared for this game.
There is SO much detail\/confusion going on from start to finish and it kept me wanting more and more. The lore was brilliant
and the way the game kept switching up was fantastic. Such a unique horror yet again. I personally think this is better than the
first Layers of Fear in terms of atmosphere\/horror\/ambience & overall experience. It has chase sequences, actual death
mechanics leaving you at a bit more risk when playing.

The reason it's not getting a 10\/10 is quite simple. I feel like the story is a little too short. I finished it in 5 hours, which is not
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bad at all but I just wanted more and more. (I do believe there is multiple ending's though?) & on top of that, the antagonist
sometimes grabbed you within half a second of discovering he was there....this irritated me quite a bit.

Overall: Worth the money, even better with a discount\/sale if possible in the future. It's a great game. I am excited to try find
alternative ending's\/changes.

Well done Developers!. Awsome game! but i think you should add like a online thing or a campaing or whatever they call it
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